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ABSTRACT 

India initiated the process of national and sub-national economic reforms which included liberalization of 

economic agents from administrative controls and regulations and integrate the domestic economy with the 

global economy. Because of its economy-wide coverage, liberalization, in general, has impacted on the 

entire Indian economy, comprising both the formal and informal sectors. Specifically, performance of both 

the formal and informal sectors in terms of their size and growth of income, employment, technical 

efficiency and productivity have been changing between pre and post liberalization period. In fact, the 

growth and contribution of the informal sector in India raises analytically interesting and policy useful 

researchable issues on the relevance, applicability and impact of liberalization measures, especially for the 

informal sector. Thus, it is important to know the policy and non-policy factors which influence the 

economic performance of the informal sector during the liberalization period. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The territorially consolidated sovereign nation state has faced increasing pressure over the past few decades. 

The merger of sovereignty and solidarity that the nation state accomplished for about 200 years is now 

threatened by the winds of Globalization. It is common place today to hear politicians say that they do not 

control many of the factors which determine the fate of a nation-state. It is international forces, which limit 

the choice facing a state or make it impossible for a particular national policy to be pursued. New 

development in Global era such as the private provision of law and order, the adoptation managerial 

principles and values in state administration, the spread of corporate social responsibility ideologies into the 

universe of firms, functioning of NGOs MNCs, development of weapons of mass destruction i.e. I.C.B.M., 

global terrorism, global environmental threat, migration disease, global communication networks, economics 

dependency of nation states, all threaten the nation states functioning and rules in such a conditions it is a 

matter of examination whether sovereignty has remained largely intact while autonomy of the nation-state 

has diminished or whether the modern nation-state actually faces a loss of sovereignty. This Article is based 

on re-analysis of findings from some available studies on the impact of globalization. On nation-state. The 

first part of this article sketches the ideal-type of the territorially consolidated sovereign nation-state. The 

second part discusses the dimensions of globalization and third part of this article discusses the impact of 

globalization on nation state regarding sovereignty. 

 

THE TERRITORIAL STATE AND THE UNITARY SOVEREIGN WILL  

In pre-modern Europe, political authority was shared between a wide variety of secular and religious 

institutions and individuals- between emperors, kings, princes and nobility, bishops, abbots and the papacy, 

guilds and cities agrarian landlords, and bourgeois merchants and artisans to name but the most important 

ones. The modern state project aimed at replacing these overlapping and often contentious jurisdictions 

through the institutions of a centralized state. This endeavor was legitimized by the theory of sovereignty. 

This theory claimed the supremacy of the government of any state over the people resources and, ultimately 

over all other authorities with in the territory it controlled. State sovereignty meant that final authority within 

the political community lay with the state whose will legally, and rightfully, commanded without being 

commanded by others, and whose will was thus absolute because it was not accountable to anyone but itself.  
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THE TERRITORIAL STATE AS A HOMOGENEOUS NATION-STATE 

In the 19
th

 Century, the notion of the nation state come to stand for the idea that legitimate government could 

only be based upon the principle of national self determination and that at least ideally, state and nation 

ought to be identical with one another. The nation became the unitary body in which sovereignty resided. 

Nationalism tightened the relations between state and society. Nationalism aimed "to overcome local ethno 

cultural diversity and to produce standardized citizens whose loyalties to the nation would be unchallenged 

by extra-societal allegiances". This political nationalism was complemented by the nationalization of culture 

in the pursuit of the creation of a national societal identity. Cultural achievement became routinely claimed 

for nations culture became nationalized and territorialized. The universalization of the nation-state norm 

went hand in had with the nationalization of culture. This development found once expression in the 

expectation of uniqueness of identity, and thus the norm of particularism and localism. While the 

universalization of the nation-state norms contributed to the global spread of the interstate system, (the idea 

of) the cultural homogenization with in the nation-state reinforced the cultural diversity of that system.  

DEMOCRATIZATION AND POPULAR SOVERIGNTY 

As a consequence of its activity, the modern state became the focal point for political mobilization. Ever 

more social groups found themselves compelled to strive to capture, or influence, the core institutions of the 

state in order to advance their own objectives. Thus, the state pulled society into its political space, at the 

same time as its was trying to shape society according to its own objectives. In this process, state society 

relations were tightened and social relations were caged with in the national rather than the local and regional 

transnational terrain. The state could no longer be evaded. It became imperative for the state's subjects to 

gain rights as citizens in order to be better able to control its activities, share in the benefits it could being 

and lessen the negative effects of its policies on the life of individuals families and communities.  

In the course of the struggle for democratic rights, the "subjects" of the state constituted themselves as 

'citizens' on whose sovereignty" emerged out of a welding together of key ideas from nationalism and 

liberalism. Liberalism aims to create the society in which conditions obtain that enable the individual to 

exercise her of his capacity of self-rule. In that respect, its key concern is with curtailing the power of other 

individuals as well as of Government to interfere with an individual’s freedom. Popular sovereignty is thus 

understood as the self rule of nationals in their capacity as citizens. The democratic idea centers upon the 

assumption of the capacity of individual as citizens to governs themselves or the put it differently, to 

determine for themselves their collective life.  

THE GLOBAL SPREAD OF THE IDEA OF THE NATION-STATE 

In the 20
th
 Century, due to the global diffusion of the idea of the nation-state as an institutionalized global 

norms and the extensive global legitimation of the sovereign state as a primary feature of the world system, 

the sovereign nation-state did indeed come to be considered as the ultimate power that could impose, and 

enforce, order within a clearly demarcated territory, defend its territory and its people against eternal 

enemies, and represent its people authoritatively aboard. Yet, the spread to the nation state norm beyond its 

European homeland was less a matter of cultural diffusion and more the result of coercive imposition by 

hegemonic western powers as an integral part of colonialism and imperialism reaching back to the age of 

discovery. The European state ideal and its key concept of sovereignty became a conerstone of the global 

interstate system after the Second World War. The breakup of empires and colonial states in the period of 

desalinization created new states that were modeled on the European ideal (while frequently retaining 

colonial borders as their territorial basis). Furthermore, the charter of the United Nations and its support for 

the principle of state sovereignty and territorial integrity confirmed the centrality of the European state ideal.  

GLOBALIZATION 

Several tumultuous events of the 1980s and 1990s have led to the enthronement of LPG as the dominant 

force and the ideological anchor of the late 20
th

 Century. These include : collapse of the Soviet Union, 

sweeping politico-economics changes in Eastern Europe, end of Cold War, ascendance of neo-liberalism (as 

manifest in the Ergonomics in USA and Thatcherism in UK), proliferation and expansion of Transnational 
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Corporations (TNCs) and Multinational Corporations (MNCs), the growing clout of IMF and the World 

Bank, emergence of macro-economics (academically nurtured by the journal The Economist of London), 

emergence of Rightwing political formations as ruling parties in several countries of the world, establishment 

of WTO, communication and Internet revolution, collapse of Third Worldism as a distinct theory and 

practice, ascendance of monocultures, decline of counter cultures, erosion of cultural plurality and a host of 

others The phenomenal changes of an unprecedented magnitude have been variously termed as transition 

from authoritarian rule (O' Donnel, Schewetter and Whitehead), New World Order' (Bush), "The End of 

History" (Fukayama) New World Disorder (Ignatieff), Clash of Civilization? (Huntington) an as the Return 

of the Capitalist Colonialism (Rajnini Kothari). 

There are two views regarding the historical context of the Globalization. While according to one of these 

views, globalisation is seen as a development of the last two decades or so, according to the other it is not an 

altogether new phenomenon and that it is as old as the capitalism itself. These contending contextualisations 

notwithstanding, there is a near consensus on the point that the globalisation process of today, which got its 

major impetus with the demise of the Soviet system, has certain features that distinguish if from the earlier 

forms of globalization and internationalization). One important difference between the older and the newer 

strains of globalisation relates to their relative polarity. Wherein the older version of globalisation was a kind 

of bipolar or multipolar globalisation. The newer one is marked by unipolarity under the US hegemony. 

Amiya Kumar Bagchi culled out nine distinct features of Globalization of follows: spread of international 

trade in goods and services; migration of people between countries or regions; exchange of money and 

means of payment on increasing scale across countries or regions: flow of capital from one country to 

another to help produce goods and services; flow of finance (not necessarily linked to the production of 

goods and services) between different countries; emergence of TNCs engaged in the activities listed above; 

international trade in technology; spread of print and electronic media; and growth in international trade and 

production of services of all kinds – shipping, insurance, banking finance and health care. 

James petras characterizes globalisation as a phenomenon that has historically been linked to the 

concentration of capital, wealth and power. Further, globalisation involves globalisation of nations as well as 

classes. He also views it as process embedded in a system of hierarchy of power, exchanges and benefits. 

William K. Tabb, taking a positive view of globalisation, conceives it as a process of reducing barriers 

between countries and a encouraging closer economics, political and social interaction which could vastly 

increase the ability of people every where to improve their living standards by sharing knowledge and the 

fruits of human labour across the barriers.
10

 

The above two definitions emphasize the philosophic characteristic of the concepts to globalization where is 

james Petras highlights the capatilistic and individualistic philosophy enshrined in the concept of 

globalisation it also put forward the view the process of globalization may influence society used over by 

converting it into class structure on the other hand the politico administrative structure shall also be 

influenced by this process which ultimately may change the economic political and socio set up globing as 

their shall be an intence interaction among the economics political system and social systems through out the 

betered largely bringing them in to one set structure for instance if political systems will have to would 

themself was into one system that is liberal democratic political system there coming may convert into 

liberal recovery the exchange of technology and education in flow may bring the different societies in one 

mould as a result of which the barring amongst nations may not exist and the entire humanity may share the 

fruit of development the two definitions some where project the concept of one could prompt by the 

philosopher and politicians the close of 9
th

 country.  

Globalization is extending mental horizons; people are required to interact with one another on a broader 

scale of living. They learn to come to terms with problems they encounter and experience across space and 

time loyalties are being contested boundaries are fading cross-border structures with complex 
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interdependence are emerging. Multilinear connections are altering the nature and types of bilateral relations. 

Globalization has become a vehicle to spread out capitalism all around.  

Globalization to varying degrees is evident in all the principal sector of social activities. 

 

ECONOMICS 

In the economic sphere, pattern of world wide trade, finance and production are creating global markets and, 

in the process, a single global capitalist economy-what Castells (2000) calls, global information capitalism. 

Multinational corporations organize production and marketing on a global basis while the operation of global 

financial markets determines which countries get credit and upon what terms.  

(a) Far-reaching changes in the manufacturing sector including declining importance of raw materials 

originating from Third World countries and increasing importance of knowledge based services as 

evident from the growing weight age of tertiary sector in the GNP make up of nations. 

(b) Changes in the nature of world trade consequent to growth of financial services, obliteration of 

international division of labour of yesteryears with the location of MNC plants near the sources of cheap 

raw materials and labour markets and emerging international trade between branches and subsidiaries of 

multinationals. On account of such changes now it is no longer possible to identify the origin of a product 

by the place of its final manufacture. For example, the Nissan is manufacturing new light trucks which 

are designed in San Diego, California, assemble in a Ford plant in USA, and marketed by Ford and 

Nissan in USA and Japan respectively.  

(c) Free mobility of capital across nations to the point, as put by William K. Tabb, of capital attempting to 

create the international regime with powers unaccountable to elected governments. There is thus, the 

surrender of sovereignty to capital.  

(d) Mobility of labour beyond national boundaries. Although the labour mobility is relatively less than the 

capital mobility, product/service mobility and mobility of technology, it is nevertheless substantive. For 

example, 40 per cent of IBMs workforces in 1999 were foreigners. The Whirlpool is employing 43,500 

workers, mostly non-US, in 45 countries.  

 

IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION ON NATION STATE: 

Nation states have always been under going constrat construction and Trans formation. Reis conclude that 

the merger of authority and solidarity that the nation-state accomplished for about 200 years is now 

threatened by the winds of globalization. The ways in which the state interacts with both market and civil 

society are changing significantly New developments such as the private provision of law and order the 

adaptation of managerial principles and values in  state administration and the spread of the corporate social 

responsibility ideologies in to the universe of firms, all changing the role of nation-state. 

Babbitt highlights five causes
17

 that have brought dramatic changes to the functions and rules of Nation state.  

First: The recognition of human rights as norms that require adherence within all states regardless of their 

internal laws: 

Second: The developments of weapons of mass destruction that render the defence of state borders 

ineffectual.  

Third: The proliferation of global and transnational threats (Such as those damage the environment or 

threaten states through migration disease or famine) global Terrorirm, that nation-state alone can control or 

evade; 

Fourth: The growth of global capitalism which curtails the capacity of states for economic management.  

Fifth: The creation of global communication network that penetrates borders and threatens national 

languages, customs and cultures.  
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Bobbitt argues that these developments and the concomitant loss of legitimacy for the nation-state, lead to a 

new constitutional order: a market state that no longer aims to improve the well-being of the nation, but to 

make the world available" for the individual by creating new world's of choice and protecting the autonomy 

of the person of choose. 

Such a market-state depends on the International capital stability in the world economy in preference to 

management by national or transnational political bodies. Its political institutions are less representative than 

those of the nation state..... like the nation-state, the market state assesses its economic success or failure by 

its society's ability to secure more and better goods and serious but in contrast to the nation state it does not 

see the state as more than a minimal provider or redistribution. 

 

SOVEREIGNTY AND GLOBAL SYSTEM: 

New development in Global era such as the private provision of law and order, the adoptation managerial 

principles and values in state administration, the spread of corporate social responsibility ideologies into the 

universe of firms, functioning of NGOs MNCs, development of weapons of mass destruction i.e. I.C.B.M., 

global terrorism, global environmental threat, migration disease, global communication networks, economics 

dependency of nation states, all threaten the merger of sovereignty and solidarity  that the nation-state 

accomplished for about 200 years.  

The term of interaction between the market and authority have experienced noticeable change. Technological 

changes act to intensity networks and flaws of information that ignore country borders, making it 

dramatically evident that capital has indeed no motherland or fatherland. As many have observed, with 

regards to remarket, there seems to be discontinuity, inasmuch as capital flours and transnational 

corporations have long crossed national borders. 

 

GLOBAL ECONOMY 

Globalization has become a vehicle to spread out capitalism all around. In the economic sphere, pattern of 

world wide trade finance and production are creating global markets and in the process a single global 

capitalist economy what Costells (2000) calls global informational capitalism. Multinational corporations 

organize production and marketing on a global basis while the operation of global financial markets 

determines which countries get credit and upon what terms. Free mobility of capital across nations create the 

international regine with powers un accountable to eleched governments. There is thus, the surrender of 

sovereignty to capital "communication, trade production, finance and in may matters of economic co-

ordination. New technology, in addition, has radically increased the mobility of economic units and the 

sensitivity of market and societies, to one another. There is considerable evidence to support the claim that 

technological advances in transportation and communication are eroding the boundaries between hitherto 

separate market-boundaries which were a necessary condition for autonomous national policies."
25

 Likewise, 

the level of employment, investment and revenue within a country are often subordinated to the production, 

location and decisions of MNCs (Multi National Companies). 

The loss of control of national economic programmes is, of course, not uniform everywhere. The particular 

tensions between political and economics structures are likely to be different in various spheres, and between 

them: west-west, north-south and east-west. And while there is still insufficient evidence to conclude that the 

very idea of a national economy is superseded, the internationalization of production, finance and other 

economics measures are unquestionably eroding the capacity of the state to control its own economics future. 

At the very least, these appear to be a diminution of state autonomy and a disjuncture between the premises 

of the theory of the sovereign state and the conditions of moderns economics.  

 

CONCLUSION 

There is no doubt that because of new developments in the international sphere like global interconnects and 

inter meshing of decision-making in multinational framework. Global environmental threat, global 

communication networks, economic dependency of nation-state, the nature and essence of modern nation-

state is changing. So the alternation in the theory of sovereignty, which is the core of a modern nation state, 
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is clear and obvious. In these situations the powers of modern sovereign states have been eroded and the 

concept of sovereignty is weakened, fundamentally.  
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